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ABSTRACT
Conventional methods for melody recognition (or the so-called
query by humming) are primarily based on dynamic
programming, such as dynamic time warping (DTW). However,
the computation load of DTW becomes prohibitively massive
when the database has more than, say, 10,000 songs. To lessen
the computation while keeping a reasonable recognition rates,
this paper present a lower-bound based method that can reduce
the computation effectively.
1. INTRODUCTION
The process for melody recognition can be summarized into the
following steps:
1. Acoustic input collection: The user can sing or hum
to the microphone.
2. Pitch tracking: The acoustic input is converted into a
pitch vector using ACF (auto-correlation function) or
AMDF (average magnitude difference function).
3. Format conversion: Both the input pitch vector and
the database songs are converted into a mid-level
representation with 16 pitch points per second. Rests
are often replaced with their un-rest predecessor.
4. Similarity comparison: Both pitch vectors are sent to
DTW-based similarity comparison.
5. Result listing: The similarity (or distance) to each
song in the database are ranked and the output is a
ranked list of the similarity.
The flow chart of the process is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Flowchart ofmelody recognition
The focus of this paper is on the speedup mechanisms of the
DTW-based similarity comparison.
For a given query input q and reference vector c, the DTW
distance between these two vectors can be computed via the
following recurrent formula:
dtwDist (i, j) =1 q(i) - c(j) +
dtwDist (i -1, i - 2)]
min dtwDist (i- 1, j - 1)
dtwDist (i - 2, j -1)
For speech recognition, the minimum distance is dtwDist(m, n),
where m and n are the lengths of q and c, respectively. However,
for melody recognition, since we do not know the exact location
of the music note where the input melody stops, the minimum
distance is modified as dtwDist(i, I) instead. Without loss of
generality, here we assume the user always sings/hums from the
beginning of a song. Therefore the boundary condition of DTW
for melody recognition corresponds to the case of "anchored
beginning, free end". Once the position ofthe minimum position
is found, the optimal warping path can be found by back tracking,
as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. DTW warping path by back tracking
To speed up DTW computation, most systems use three types of
feasible regions for DTW warping paths [1], as shown in Figure
3. For melody recognition that requires "anchored beginning,
free end", we usually adopt type 3 for our implementation. The
slopes of the two bounding lines in type-3 feasible region are 0.5
and 2 respectively, since most people's singing fall between half
and twice the speed of the target song.
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2. PROPOSED METHODS
Figure 3. Feasible warping region
The computational complexity of DTW is O(mn). This becomes
prohibitively large for a database of more than 10,000 songs. To
overcome this problem, we adopt lower-bound based method to
filter out unlikely candidates in the song database. An ideal
lower-bounding function lb_Dist(Q, C) should have following
three characteristics[2]:
* lb Dist(Q, C) must have low computational complexity.
* lb Dist(Q, C) must satisfy the triangle inequality.
* lb Dist(Q, C) must be smaller or equal to the true DTW
distance dtw_Dist(Q,C).
If such lower-bounding function can be found, then we should
compute such function first before compute the true DTW
distance between a query input and a candidate song. If the value
of the lower-bounding function is less than the current minimum
of the computed candidate songs, we can immediately reject the
current candidate song without compute the true expensive DTW
distance.
For the case of "anchored beginning, anchored end" of DTW,
such lower-bounding functions can be found, as discussed in [3].
However, for our case of "anchored beginning, free end" for
melody recognition, such lower-bounding function is difficult to
find, if not impossible. As a result, in the following discussion,
we should try to find an "approximate" lower-bounding function,
and then try to estimate the trade-offs between the recognition
rates and computation time empirically.
Table. 1 lists the notations used in the following discussion.
Lb Dist Value of the lower-bounding function
dtw Dist DTW distance
min_dtw_Dist Minimum DTW distance among all candidate
-songs
Q Query vector of the user's input pitch
C Candidate vector of the database
D lb Lower-bounding function
D DTW DTW function
Pn Number ofpartitions
Cvm Multiplier for standard deviation
Table 1. Notation for the following discussion
2.1 Partition-based Method
As mentioned earlier, there exists lower bounding functions
[1][2][3] for the case of "anchored beginning, anchored end". We
can simply convert "anchored beginning & free end" to the case
of "anchored beginning & anchored end" by guessing the ending
position of the candidate songs and then perform an exhaustive
search. Suppose that the length of input sequence q(t) is 'q, then
we can safely assume the matched song should have a length
between lq and 21q. As a result, we can partition each song in
the database into K subsequences, with lengths increasing from
I lq to 21q linearly, as shown in Figure 4. Then the comparison
with a song using "anchored beginning & free end" becomes the
comparison with K song segments using "anchored beginning &
anchored end". The corresponding results will be explained in
the next section.
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Figure 4. A candidate vector is partitioned into K
segments for "anchored beginning & anchored end"
comparison.
2.2 Correlation and Approximate
Lower-bounding Function
The partition-based method proposed in the previous subsection
is intuitive, but it is still computationally intensive since a
comparison of "anchored beginning & free end" becomes K
comparisons of "anchored beginning & anchored end". A less
mathematically rigorous but more easily implemented method is
to use an "approximate lower-bounding function" which can be
computed easily without "no miss" guarantee. From our
observation, the bounding envelope should have wide margins
while the query vector varies a lot, and tight margins when the
query vector varies little. The original bounding function
proposed by [7] is based on the maximum and minimum of the
warping window. We propose the use of standard deviation, as
shown in the following equations:
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In other words, Si is the standard deviation of the warping
window at index i of the candidate song, and L, and Ui are the
corresponding lower and upper bounds. By adjusting the
multiplying constant cvm, we can have tighter/looser bounding
functions. However, this type of lower-bounding function is only
approximate and there is no guarantee for the ideal situation of
'no miss". The comparison procedure is summarized as follows:
* For each candidate, find the correlation coefficients
between the query and the K segments. Keep the
segment with the maximum correlation coefficient.
* Use the proposed lower-bounding function to eliminate
unlikely candidates.
The corresponding experimental results will be explained in the
next section.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
ANALYSIS
The settings of our experiments can be listed as follows:
* Platform : PentiumlV 2.4G, 256 MB RAM, Win XP
* Test corpus : 665 recording clips (8 seconds, 8Khz, 8-
bit resolution)
* Database size: 38 MIDI files
* No. of test user : 30 subjects
* Comparison type: "anchored beginning, free end"
* Output Only the first ranked candidate song is
returned
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The lower-bounding method proposed by Keogh [1] can
guarantee "no miss" for "anchored beginning & anchored end"
cases. However, it cannot be used effectively in melody
recognition. Our approach is good for melody recognition, but it
cannot guarantee "no miss". As a result, we can perform
empirical studies by plotting the trade-offs between recognition
rates and computation time.
First of all, we can define the pruning power as follows:
Total times of computing DTW
runting power - Total numbers of wave files
At approximately the same recognition rate, the pruning power
of various methods can be listed in the following table:
LB-Keogh
LB_Keogh +
Methods LB_Keogh + Parfition LB_Ours
Partition +
P Cor1 3lation
powrimn 12.8138=0.34 20.69/38=0.54 12.9744/38=0.34 2.7444138=0.07
From the above table, it is obvious that our method can have a
better pruning power than other methods. Moreover, the
variation of recognition rates of different methods with
respective to cvm is shown in Figure 6, where "Original" is the
original DTW method, "LB_KE" is the lower-bounding method
proposed by Keogh [1], and "LB Ours" is our proposed method.
It can be observed that the computation time and recognition
rates both go up with increasing cvm.
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Figure 7 demonstrates the variations of recognition rates with
respective to cvm and pn (which is equal to K, the number of
partitions). From the experiment, we can notice that the best
value for K is 11.
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Figure 7. Recognition Rate w.r.t. cvm & pn
From the experiments, it can be concluded that our method can
have an excellent pruning power of 0.07, and the recognition rate
stays approximate the same. This indicates that our method,
though cannot guarantee "no miss", can still be feasible for
practical melody recognition systems.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
DTW is a powerful technique for flexible comparisons of time
series. However, most speedup mechanism proposed in the
literature requires the warping path to be "anchored beginning &
anchored end". The constraint makes it impossible to apply those
speedup schemes to melody recognition. This paper proposes a
simple yet effective method to speedup DTW. The proposed
method does not guarantee "no miss", but empirical studies
demonstrate that the combination of partition-based method,
correlation evaluation and standard-deviation based method can
be used jointly to reduce the computation load as well as slightly
raise the recognition rates.
There are a lot of possible future directions for this research.
Some of our immediate work includes:
* Apply similar speedup mechanism for melody
recognition using HMM (hidden Markov models).
* Combine branch-and-bound tree search or vantage-point
tree search for achieving lower computation load.
* Incorporate key-transposition into the computation of
DTW.
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